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Metabolic syndrome: Aggression control mechanisms gone out of control
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s u m m a r y

An upcoming hypothesis about the evolutionary origins of metabolic syndrome is that of a ‘soldier’ to
‘diplomat’ transition in behaviour and the accompanying metabolic adaptations. Theoretical as well as
empirical studies have shown that similar to the soldier and diplomat dichotomy, physically aggressive
and non-aggressive strategists coexist in animal societies with negative frequency dependent selection.
Although dominant individuals have a higher reproductive success obtained through means such as
greater access to females, subordinate individuals have alternative means such as sneak-mating for gain-
ing a substantial reproductive success. The alternative behavioural strategies are associated with differ-
ent neurophysiologic and metabolic states. Subordinate individuals typically have low testosterone, high
plasma cholesterol and glucocorticoids and elevated serotonin signalling whereas dominant ones are
characterized by high testosterone, low brain serotonin and lower plasma cholesterol. Food and sex
are the main natural causes of aggression. However, since aggression increases the risk of injury, aggres-
sion control is equally crucial. Therefore chronic satiety in the form of fat should induce aggression con-
trol. It is not surprising that the satiety hormone serotonin has a major role in aggression control. Further
chronically elevated serotonin signalling in the hypothalamus induces peripheral insulin resistance.
Meta-analysis shows that most of the anti-aggression signal molecules are pro-obesity and pro-insu-
lin-resistance. Physical aggression is known to increase secretion of epidermal growth factor (EGF) in
anticipation of injuries and EGF is important in pancreatic beta cell regeneration too. In anticipation of
injuries aggression related hormones also facilitate angiogenesis and angiogenesis dysfunction is the root
cause of a number of co-morbidities of insulin resistance syndrome. Reduced injury proneness typical of
‘diplomat’ life style would also reorient the immune system resulting into delayed wound healing on the
one hand and increased systemic inflammation on the other. Diabetes is negatively associated with phys-
ically aggressive behaviour. We hypothesize that suppression of physical aggression is the major behav-
ioural cue for the development of metabolic syndrome. Preliminary trials of behavioural intervention
indicate that games and exercises involving physical aggression reduce systemic inflammation and
improve glycemic control.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

The metabolic syndrome comprising insulin resistance, central
obesity, type 2 diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, ath-
erosclerosis and coronary artery disease is considered a lifestyle
disorder. However, the evolutionary origins of this syndrome are
debated. The long standing hypotheses of thrifty gene [1] and

thrifty phenotype [2] or epigenotype [3] have been challenged on
several grounds and alternatives are suggested [4–8]. Some of
the critics of thriftiness family of hypotheses have completely re-
jected the concept [4,5], whereas others have pointed out the inad-
equacies of the hypotheses and suggested alternatives which are
not incompatible with thriftiness hypotheses [6,9]. One of the
alternative hypotheses which says that the metabolic changes
are adaptive to a ‘soldier’ to ‘diplomat’ transition in lifestyle
appears to explain most of the metabolic, immunological, repro-
ductive and cognitive changes known to accompany insulin resis-
tance [6,9]. Belsare [10] pointed out that this Watve–Yajnik
hypothesis can account for thriftiness and that thriftiness can be
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a subset of the hypothesis. The hypothesis also accounts for fetal
origins of metabolic disorders [6]. However, certain questions
remain unanswered and some scepticism on the Watve–Yajnik
hypothesis is possible. It can be argued that the ‘soldier’ and ‘dip-
lomat’ are typical human traits of fairly recent cultural origin.
Therefore whether there has been sufficient evolutionary time to
evolve physiological switches for such responses is questionable.
Secondly the molecular mechanisms that convert a soldier to dip-
lomat transition into insulin resistance are also not well elucidated
so far. In this paper we refine and reshape the Watve–Yajnik
hypothesis and further argue that alternative behavioural strate-
gies parallel to the ‘soldier to diplomat’ metaphor are commonly
present in animal societies and that the neuro-endocrinological
and metabolic changes accompanying these strategies can explain
insulin resistance and accompanying disorders.

In a wide variety of species males compete for females and mat-
ing behaviour necessitates aggression and dominance. However
males that are weak, submissive or subordinate are not complete
reproductive failures. In a wide variety of species subordinate
males remain with the harem submissively and sneak-mate oppor-
tunistically [11–14]. Thus two alternative male mating strategies
can coexist and be differentially successful. Game theory has
shown that aggressive and submissive, i.e. ‘hawk’ and ‘dove’ strat-
egies can coexist at a stable equilibrium in a population [15]. Selec-
tion for ‘hawk’ or ‘dove’ strategies is negatively frequency
dependent, i.e. in a population predominated by doves, hawks have
a greater fitness advantage and vice versa. There is some evidence
that even in human societies the contribution of physical aggres-
sion to reproductive success is negatively frequency dependent.
The reproductive success of aggressive individuals was greater
than submissive ones in the Yanomamo societies but was lower
in the Waorani tribe where the frequency of aggressive encounters
was much higher [16]. A more complex example of coexistence of
alternative strategies is that of lizard males with small territories,
those with large territories and those without territories that coex-
ist in a rock–paper–scissor like game [17]. These empirical studies
and theoretical models imply that negative frequency dependent
selection on two or more alternative ways of gaining success can
lead to genetic polymorphism in a population. This is important
because one major criticism of the thrifty gene hypothesis can be
that the presumed selective advantages of thriftiness would result
in directional selection making every individual ‘thrifty’ and poly-
morphism is an unlikely outcome, whereas selection for soldier–
diplomat or hawk–dove strategies can theoretically lead to a stable
polymorphism.

Alternative strategies work not only for mate competition but
also apply to food access, stress response and other factors. For
example while stronger and dominant individuals fight for a patch
of food, the submissive ones may wait and watch for opportunities
to sneak. Two distinct classes of coping strategies are demon-
strated in rodents in which the aggressive strategists show an ac-
tive response to stress situations and in situations of defeat they
react with flight or escape. On the other hand the non-aggressive
strategists are passive and in aversive situations react by immobil-
ity and withdrawal rather than flight and escape [18]. The ‘hawk–
dove’ dichotomy in animals has many parallels as well as some
important differences with the ‘soldier–diplomat’ dichotomy in
humans. Both ‘doves’ and ‘diplomats’ avoid physical confrontation.
Both need to be socially smart and opportunistic and thereby com-
pensate for physical subordination. However there are two impor-
tant differences between ‘doves’ and ‘diplomats’:

(i) In animal societies subordinate individuals generally have a
lower social status. Patches of richer food are more likely to
be snatched by dominant individuals leaving the subordi-
nate ones with less calorie rich food. Since subordinate indi-

viduals are likely to have less as well as insecure access to
food, they need to develop a ‘‘thrifty” metabolism and
indulge in binge eating. Social subordination is shown to
induce high fat intake and weight gain in animals [19] and
this would be adaptive for individuals who have only occa-
sional access to rich food. Unlike ‘doves’ in animal societies,
‘diplomats’ in modern human societies can have higher
social status and continued access to calorie rich food. The
high calorie availability for physically weak and inactive
individuals poses a paradox that is characteristically human
and more typical of modern lifestyle.

(ii) Physical aggression is the only predominant form of aggres-
sion in animals whereas verbal and political aggressions are
alternative forms of aggression in humans. The metabolic
requirements of the different forms of human aggression
are likely to be much different. In our hypothesis below
we use the term aggression to imply predominantly physical
aggression. Verbal and political aggressions are assumed to
be components of ‘diplomat’ rather than ‘soldier’ strategy.

Despite the two important differences, the close parallels be-
tween animals and humans in the behavioural dichotomy imply
that metabolic adaptations accompanying behavioural shifts spec-
ulated by the Watve–Yajnik hypothesis could have arisen very
early in evolution.

A number of studies have shown that diabetic rats show loss of
aggression and increased submissive displays (review [20]) fitting
well with the soldier–diplomat paradigm. It is difficult to infer
from human data unless we clearly distinguish between physical
and verbal aggression and not all studies make a clear distinction.
However, a number of observations are compatible with animal
experiments. Social subordination or low decision-latitude is
shown to increase the risk for type 2 diabetes [21], low cholesterol
levels are associated with aggression [22,23], aggression suppres-
sion increases the risk of hypertension [24–26] and people nega-
tively associate physical aggression with abdominal and overall
obesity in a ‘body reading’ test [27]. Of particular interest is the re-
cord that incidence of diabetes was reduced during World Wars I, II
[28,29] and other long drawn wars such as the Sarajevan war [30].
In Sarajevo, during war time the percentage of hypertensive adults
decreased and a large proportion of type 2 diabetic patients
showed improved glycemic control without any medication [30].
All these studies attribute the improved epidemiological picture
to dietary changes during war, but no data on dietary changes
are given in support. It is equally likely that the war induced ‘sol-
dier’ attitude could have played a role. These indications necessi-
tate that the relationship of physical aggression and dominance
with insulin resistance syndrome be examined carefully.

Hypothesis

We hypothesize that loss of physical aggression, which accom-
panies the ‘soldier’ to ‘diplomat’ transition, is central to the devel-
opment of type 2 diabetes and other components of the metabolic
syndrome. The molecular machinery of aggression control induces
insulin resistance and insulin resistance helps shifting the energy
budget allocation from muscles to brain to support a physically
submissive but socially smart lifestyle. In addition aggression sup-
pression is accompanied by disinvestment in peripheral innate
immunity, wound healing and angiogenesis mechanisms since
injuries are less likely. This transition in metabolic and immune
states accompanying a soldier to diplomat transition evolved as
an adaptive response, however, the extreme non-aggression and
non-injury-proneness that characterizes modern lifestyle brings
about an exaggerated body response that turns pathological.
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Detailed description of the hypothesis

Food and sex are the two major causes of aggression. Other
causes such as territoriality, social ranking, self defence, mate
guarding, maternal aggression are all related to the two basic
needs of food and reproduction. Effective aggression can result into
more access to food or better mating opportunities. However,
aggression has an energetic cost as well as increased risk of getting
injured. Therefore when there is no need for aggression or aggres-
sion is unlikely to be effective it has to be controlled. A satiated
individual does not need to be aggressive and therefore cues of
food satiety such as physically having a stomach full, high blood
glucose or energy reserve in the form of fat should signal aggres-
sion control. Sexual satiety is also expected to arrest aggression
and there is evidence that the underlying hormonal mechanisms
are similar [31,32]. In human females, after menopause one major
natural cause of aggression is eliminated and the body is predis-
posed to insulin resistance. In men although there is no clearly de-
fined age of sexual senescence a strong positive association
between sexual activity and insulin sensitivity is expected. In pri-
mate societies dominant males have greater access to females
but their dominant position is under a continued threat and there-
fore they have a short but intensive sex life unlike subordinate
males. For subordinate individuals, since, the number of opportu-
nities of reproduction are less, they have to make the best use of
available opportunities and therefore invest more resources, en-
ergy and efforts towards each offspring. This leads to a shift from
an ‘r’ like reproductive strategy to a ‘K’ like reproductive strategy
[6].

If rival individuals are stronger, then aggression is less likely to
be effective or can even be counterproductive and therefore there
is a need for aggression suppression. Thus physically weaker and
subordinate individuals need greater control or suppression of
aggression. If the frequency of aggressive encounters is high, in-
ter-aggression intervals would be too short for healing and under
such conditions the cost of minor injuries can also be high. The fre-
quency of encounters can be high at high population densities and
therefore high population density should trigger mechanisms of
aggression suppression. Chronic crowding has been shown to de-
crease aggression in mice as well as primates [33–35]. In a number
of rodent experiments isolation is used to induce aggression [36–
40]. Therefore increase in the prevalence of metabolic syndrome
in crowded environments [41,42] should not be a surprise. Thus
it appears that the four main signals for aggression suppression
namely: (i) acute or chronic food satiety, (ii) deterioration of sexual
motivation, (iii) weaker physique and subordinate status and (iv)
high population density are all risk factors for metabolic syndrome.

In order to utilize the alternative strategies of success the phys-
ically weaker individuals need to be smart and opportunistic.
Therefore aggression control needs to be accompanied by mecha-
nisms of enhancing cognitive brain functions. Thus there could
be a trade off between physical strength and aggression versus so-
cial manipulation skills. In humans simple ‘‘retreat” like physical
movements have been shown to enhance short term cognitive per-
formance [43]. The principle of parsimony generally followed by
biological systems implies that there should be disinvestment from
organs and functions that are less frequently used. Non-aggressive
lifestyle is expected to be accompanied by disinvestment in muscle
and bone strength. The reduced injury-proneness accompanying
diplomat lifestyle is also expected to reorient the immune system.
The normal migration of neutrophils and macrophages from blood
stream to peripheral tissues stimulated by frequent minor injuries
should be reduced to achieve parsimony. The secretion of chemo-
kines by adipocytes is a likely mechanism of arresting phagocyte
migration [9]. Phagocytes migrate under a chemokine gradient that
is formed by the difference between local and basal levels of che-

mokines. Chemokine secretion by adipocytes increases the basal
levels thereby weakening the gradient. A mathematical model by
Watve and Mandani [9] showed that even a small increase in basal
chemokine levels can result in substantial reduction in cell migra-
tion. In diabetic patients the concentration of the monocyte–mac-
rophage lineage is known to increase in adipose tissue [44,45] and
blood vessels [46] and decrease in peripheral tissues [47]. Further
the increased baseline levels of cytokines chronically activate
phagocytes accumulated in vascular tissue resulting into vascular
inflammation proneness which is mainly responsible for micro
[48–50] and macrovascular diseases [51–53]. Further there could
be disinvestment from wound healing and angiogenesis mecha-
nisms as well. Most of the pathological consequences of metabolic
syndrome seem to arise from the immune reversal and disinvest-
ment in wound healing and angiogenesis mechanisms. Angiogene-
sis dysfunction is mainly responsible for diabetic nephropathy
[54,55] and retinopathy [56,57]. It has been argued that type 2 dia-
betes is primarily a vascular disorder, only secondarily and lately
reflected in hyperglycemia [58]. The major sources of free radicals
in the body are the phagocytic cells of the body, which use them to
fight infections. The immune redistribution increasing the density
of phagocytes in central circulation and their chronic activation by
increased basal levels of cytokines leads to oxidative stress which
is responsible for a variety of tissue damages. The origin of oxida-
tive stress therefore appears to lie in the immune redistribution
accompanying a non-injury-prone lifestyle. The pancreatic beta
cells are particularly more vulnerable to oxidative damage
[8,59,60]. Thus it can be seen that most of the known mechanisms
of pathogenesis in metabolic syndrome stem from the suppression
of aggression and accompanying disinvestments in peripheral
immunity and angiogenesis.

The hypothesis thus visualizes two behavioural strategies each
one with its characteristic set of intercorrelated physiological
states. One is the insulin sensitive strategy, that of a physically
strong, dominant, active and aggressive individual accompanied
by intense sexual activity, more peripheral distribution of immune
cells and lower oxidative state. The other is the insulin-resistant
strategy, that of a physically subordinate but socially smarter indi-
vidual accompanied by disinvestment in bone and muscle, in-
creased investment in brain and its cognitive functions,
restrained sexual desire and altered distribution of immune cells
resulting into increased systemic inflammation and oxidative
stress.

It is likely that the cues for physically aggressive life style at
least partially come from the neuro-motor actions involved. The
modern lifestyle saw an overall decreased frequency of aggressive
neuro-motor actions and reduced injury proneness. Even violence
in modern life may involve operating a trigger of a gun which
may not be recognized as a violent neuro-motor action by the body
evolved for a hunter–gatherer life. The extreme form of withdrawal
from physical aggression typical of modern urban lifestyle may be
resulting in an exaggerated response making an adaptive change
pathological.

Molecular mechanisms of the transition

The endocrinology of territorial aggression and dominance in
animals is well known. Dominant and physically aggressive indi-
viduals have high testosterone/estradiol levels and both testoster-
one and estradiol are known to have a protective role in the
metabolic syndrome [61–65]. Serotonin, on the other hand is
important in the control or suppression of aggression. In a wide
variety of species manipulated elevation of serotonin levels change
the dominant status of individuals [66–70]. Subordinate individu-
als also have higher basal corticosterone [71–74] and higher plas-
ma glucose [75]. A transition from soldier to diplomat must be
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accompanied by control of physical aggression on the one hand
and increased social manipulation skills on the other. In agreement
of this, serotonin is important in cognitive functions of the brain
[76–79], but it impairs spatial working memory [80] a critical need
of a hunter or warrior. Insulin resistance is a strategy that shifts en-
ergy allocation of the body from muscle to brain. The reduced up-
take of glucose by muscles in insulin resistance makes more of it
available to the brain whose glucose uptake is independent of insu-
lin action [6]. Also hyperinsulinemia is known to enhance cognitive
functions of the brain [81]. Chronically increased serotonin signal-
ling in the hypothalamus is shown to induce insulin resistance
[82,83] thereby helping cognitive brain performance. Leptin and
cholesterol, whose levels are elevated in metabolic syndrome, also
enhance cognitive brain functions [84–87]. Sex and aggression are
positively associated in a wide variety of species [88–90], a number
of sex hormones also serve as aggression hormones and have a pro-
tective role in metabolic disorders [61–65]. Serotonin suppresses
sexual desire [91,92] which is also compatible with the hypothesis.

Aggressive behaviour facilitates the secretion of epidermal
growth factor (EGF) in saliva and other body fluids [93–95]. This
could be in anticipation of wounds during fights since the main
role of EGF is in wound healing. Since animals lick wounds, saliva
is the most appropriate fluid to secrete EGF. The plasma levels of
EGF are shown to be important in pancreatic beta cell regeneration
as well [96,97]. Loss of aggression therefore can affect beta cell
function through EGF deficiency. It is interesting to note that a
number of studies show an association between beta cell damage

and histological changes in salivary glands [98–100] although
these studies neither estimate EGF nor indicate the direction of
the arrow of causation.

Evaluation of the hypothesis

The meta-analysis approach

If metabolic syndrome is primarily related to aggression control,
the signalling molecules associated with aggression control could
also be involved in inducing insulin resistance and associated
physiological changes. We searched literature for all known endo-
crine mechanisms contributing to physical aggression or its con-
trol. Then we searched for the association of these mechanisms
with any components of IRS. A wide variety of molecules were
found to be associated with both aggression regulation and meta-
bolic syndrome. These molecules and their association with
aggression and with obesity, insulin resistance, cholesterol levels
and systemic inflammation are summarized in Table 1 and each
molecule is discussed individually below.

It can be seen from Table 1 that a large number of signal mole-
cules that are involved in aggression regulation are also involved in
some way or the other with metabolic syndrome. However, it can
be argued that since both aggressive behaviour and components of
metabolic syndrome are affected by a large number of factors, it is
possible to get many molecules that have an action on both by
chance alone. We therefore look carefully at the direction of action

Table 1
Molecules that affect aggressive behaviour as well as obesity and metabolic syndrome.

Signalling molecules Physical
aggression

IR Insulin secretion/
pancreatic
regeneration

Oxidative
stress

Obesity Sexual and
reproductive
function

Inflammation Angiogenesis

Brain serotonin ;A2, B "A, B ";A2 ;A1, "A2 (TD) ;A2 "A2
Dopamine "A2,B ;C ;C "B
Melatonin "A2 ;A2 ;A2 ;A2 ;A2 ";(DD) ;A2
Epinephrine "A "A2, ;C ;C "A2
Norepinephrine ";DD "C "C
eNOS "A1 ;A1 ";A2 "A1
nNOS ";A1 "A1
Sildenafil "A2 ;A2 "A2
Testosterone "A2 ;A2 ;A2 ;C,A2 "A2 ;A2 "A2
Estradiol "A2 ;A2 ;A2 "C "A2 ";A2 "A2
DHEA "C ;A2 ;A2 ;A2 ";(DD)
Glucocorticoids ;C "A2 "C ";A2 (TD)
Cholesterol ;A2 "C "C
Leptin ;C "C ;A1, "C "A1
EGF "B "A2 ;A2
CB1 ;A1 "A1
Endorphins ;C ;A, "C "A2 "C ;A2
Plasma glucose ;A2 "B
Adiposity ;C "A2 "A2
Triglycerides ;A2 "C
IGF-1 "C ;A1 "C, ;A2
Growth hormone "A2 "A2 ;C
Substance P ";A1 ";A1, DD "A2 "A2
Cholecystokinin "A1, B ;C "A2 ;A2
Gastrin "A1 ;A1 ;A1
Ghrelin "C ;C ;C
ACTH ;A2 "A2 ;A2 "A2
Melanocortin "A1 ;A2 ;A1
Vasopressin "C "C ;A2
Myostatin ;A1 "A1 "A1
Osteocalcin "C ;A2 ;A2
Vitamin D "A1 ;A2

The arrows indicate up regulation or positive correlation and down-regulation or negative correlation. The nature of evidence is indicated as follows: A1 = a mutant or knock-
out experiment; A2 = a pharmacological/physiological experiment based on infusion or use of agonists/antagonists. Both A1 and A2 indicate the molecule has a causative role.
B indicates a reverse causation i.e. aggression/insulin resistance alters the parameter whereas C indicates only statistical association without a direct evidence for causality.
DD = dose dependent and TD = time course dependent action.
See text for references. In cases where a large volume of literature is available, such as for the association of low cholesterol with aggression, only a few reviews or key papers
are cited.
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to test whether these associations are non-random. The analysis
suffers from some deficiencies in data. For example eNOS and
nNOS have different effects on aggressive behaviour but the effects
of iNOS haven’t been studied. Therefore currently there are many
gaps in the table. Another potential limitation of this analysis is
that the action of each of the molecules cannot be said to be com-
pletely independent of others. There are many cross connections
between different signalling pathways. We attempted to avoid
obvious duplications by not listing more than one molecules of a
signalling pathway. For example a hormone, its receptor and the
enzymes making or degrading either of them were not listed sep-
arately. However, where two molecules had some synergistic ac-
tion but also had some non-overlapping action, they were listed
separately. Some molecules have complex dual actions dependent
on dose or time course. In such cases both the actions were sepa-
rately considered for the quantitative analysis.

We were able to find 32 factors that affect physical aggression
as well as insulin resistance. Among these factors there is a highly
significant negative association between aggression and insulin
resistance parameters, i.e. most pro-aggression factors are insulin
sensitizing and anti-aggression factors induce insulin resistance
(Chi square = 14.28, p = 0.0002). A negative association between
pro-aggression factors and obesity (Chi square = 6.89, p = 0.009)
is also in strong support to our hypothesis.

Signals that affect physical aggression as well as insulin resistance

1. Brain serotonin: The role of serotonin in aggression control
is well known across vertebrate taxa [102–110]. Dominant
individuals have low serotonin as compared to subordi-
nate ones in animal societies [66–70] and elevation of
serotonin activity in a dominant individual changes its
behaviour to that of a subordinate [66]. The arrow of cau-
sation appears to be dual, i.e. change in serotonin levels
affects aggression and aggressive behaviour modulates
serotonin levels [106–107]. In humans low serotonin activ-
ity is associated with impulsive aggression or violent sui-
cide [68,110,111]. In agreement with our hypothesis,
chronically elevated levels of this anti-aggression molecule
in the ventromedial hypothalamus induce insulin resis-
tance [82,83,112]. Reciprocally hyperinsulinemia and insu-
lin resistance results in elevated serotonin levels [113].
Serotonin plays a positive role in memory and cognitive
functions [76,78–80,114] and reduces bone mass and
strength [115]. Serotonin has a pro-inflammatory effect
[116] and it decreases sexual motivation [91,92]. All these
changes are coherent with the aggression suppressed sub-
ordinate status. Serotonin therefore appears to be a key
molecule bridging metabolic syndrome and aggression
control. However, the relationship of serotonin with obes-
ity is complex. Serotonin is a satiety hormone and should
work as an anti-obesity factor since it regulates food
intake. Serotonin receptor knockouts are obese as expected
[117]. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors that increase
the extracellular serotonin levels have been proposed to be
effective anti-obesity drugs but paradoxically many of
them lead to weight gain and insulin resistance in the long
run [118,119]. It is possible that although elevated seroto-
nin may arrest obesity in the short run, a chronic elevation
may lead to ‘‘serotonin resistance” [120] that eventually
leads to obesity and insulin resistance.

2. Dopamine: Dopamine activity is positively associated with
aggression and the arrow of causation can be dual
[106,111,121]. In contrast to serotonin, dopamine produces
cognitive deficits [122] but facilitates physical strength.
The deletion of DAT gene (dopamine transporter) results in

osteopenia and deficiencies in skeletal structure and integ-
rity [123] illustrating the role of dopamine in physical
strength. Dopamine has facilitative effect on sexual motiva-
tion [124]. In mice, the use of dopamine receptor antagonist
is associated with weight gain and insulin resistance
whereas agonists of the D1 and D2 dopamine receptor iso-
forms decrease food intake and improve insulin sensitivity
[125]. The observation that diabetes is associated with
decreased dopamine activity [126] is consistent with our
hypothesis.

3. Melatonin: Exposure to short days or short day-like patterns
of melatonin increases aggression. Subcutaneous injections
of melatonin also increase aggression in male Syrian ham-
sters [127]. Administration of this pro-aggression hormone
has been shown to reduce hyperinsulinemia, hypertriglycer-
idemia and hyperleptinemia [128,129]. Melatonin acts as a
regulator of obesity [129], an anti-inflammatory signal
[130] as well as a scavenger of free radicals helping to reduce
oxidative stress [131]. Melatonin shows dose dependent
effect on sexual activity being a stimulant in small doses
and an inhibitor in large repeated doses [132]. The pro-
aggression hormone melatonin and the aggression suppres-
sion hormone serotonin have opposite effects on insulin
secretion from pancreatic islets. Melatonin reduced insulin
response to specific and non-specific stimuli whereas sero-
tonin significantly enhanced both specific and non-specific
stimulated insulin release except at very high concentra-
tions of glucose [133,134].

4. Epinephrine: Overexpression of PNMT, an enzyme that cata-
lyzes formation of epinephrine from norepinephrine, causes
significant increase in aggression [135]. However the effect
of epinephrine on insulin resistance is contradictory. On
the one hand obesity and insulin resistance are associated
with elevated norepinephrine, and reduced epinephrine in
urine [136] consistent with our hypothesis. But contrary to
it, epinephrine induced insulin resistance [137] and had
pro-inflammatory action [138] in some studies.

5. Norepinephrine: Norepinephrine has dual [139,140] and dose
dependent effects on aggression. Slight activation of central
noradrenergic system stimulates aggression while strong
activation decreases it [141]. In diabetes there is substantial
increase in brain norepinephrine metabolism [142–144]
which may be responsible for the reduced aggression in
diabetes.

6. Nitric oxide synthase (NOS): The three isoforms of NOS
namely endothelial (eNOS), neuronal (nNOS) and inducible
(iNOS) have complex effects on aggressive behaviour as well
as on metabolic syndrome. Male mice with targeted deletion
of eNOS gene display dramatic reduction in aggression [145].
eNOS knock-out mice were hypertensive and had fasting
hyperinsulinemia, hyperlipidemia and insulin resistance
[146]. eNOS gene polymorphisms have a significant associa-
tion with type 2 diabetes [147]. eNOS also has a significant
role in facilitating wound repair and growth-factor stimu-
lated angiogenesis [148,149]. Based on different model sys-
tems and different cell types/tissues examined, eNOS has
both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory effects [150]
but it has a protective role against pancreatitis [151]. The
effects of nNOS on aggression are sex specific in mice. In
males nNOS knock-out mice showed large increase in
aggressive behaviour and excess sexual behaviour [152].
Inhibitors of nNOS also increase aggression in males
[153,154]. Female nNOS knock outs do not show increased
aggression and may in fact show a decrease [155]. As
opposed to eNOS knockouts which develop insulin resis-
tance in both liver and peripheral tissue, nNOS knockouts
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develop only latter [156]. It is apparent therefore that eNOS
which has clearly a pro-aggression action is anti-diabetic
and nNOS that has a mixed action on aggression, also has
mixed effects on insulin resistance. The inducible form iNOS
has not been studied from the behavioural point of view but
targeted disruption of iNOS synthase protects against obes-
ity induced IR [157]. The role of NOS in sexual function is
well known and sildenafil, a popular drug used for the treat-
ment of erectile dysfunction has insulin sensitizing effects
[158] but aggressive behaviour is a possible side effect
[159,160].

7. Sex hormones: Both testosterone and estradiol promote
aggression [161–163]. Dominant males have higher testos-
terone levels than subordinate ones [71]. Obesity and meta-
bolic syndrome, on the other hand, are associated with lower
testosterone levels [63,164]. Testosterone facilitates glucose
transport in muscles [165], reduces oxidative stress and
accompanying cell damage [166,167] and stimulates angio-
genesis and vascular regrowth [168]. Estradiol is also shown
to promote growth and angiogenesis [169]. Estrogens espe-
cially 17 beta-estradiol and estriol are naturally occurring
antioxidants themselves [170]. Owing to their multiple
actions the sex and aggression hormones have protective
effects against metabolic syndrome. In an apparent contra-
diction increased serum levels of estradiol have been found
in obese men as well as in women [171,172] but these stud-
ies give only statistical associations without a clear indica-
tion of causation.

8. DHEA: DHEA is an adrenal androgen precursor and is impor-
tant for expression of animal aggression in non-breeding
season when gonadal testosterone synthesis is low [173].
DHEA administration protects against fat accumulation and
development of muscle insulin resistance in rats [174–
176]. DHEA also has anti-inflammatory properties [177].
Effect of DHEA on angiogenesis is contradictory and dose
dependent [178]. Although at higher concentrations DHEA
inhibited in vitro endothelial cell proliferation, at concentra-
tion found in blood it enhanced vascular endothelial prolif-
eration [179]. Exogenous application of DHEA accelerated
wound healing [180].

9. Glucocorticoids: Low basal levels of glucocorticoids are asso-
ciated with increased aggression [173,181]. Children with
aggressive antisocial behaviour have lower resting levels of
cortisol [173]. Adult mice with low baseline levels of cortico-
sterone are more likely to become dominant [173]. Upon
aggressive interactions glucocorticoids increase both in
dominant and subordinate individuals but in dominant indi-
viduals the levels come down more quickly than in subordi-
nate ones [182]. Chronically elevated corticoids result in
lowering aggression as well as impairing sex and reproduc-
tion whereas short term rise may show an opposite effect on
both [183]. Consistent with our hypothesis glucocorticoids
contribute to insulin resistance [184–186] and osteoporosis
[187].

10. Cholesterol: Hypercholesterolemia is an important compo-
nent of metabolic syndrome which has a strong negative
association with physical aggression [22,23,188,189]. Cho-
lesterol lowering drugs induce aggression indicating that
cholesterol may be actively involved in aggression control
[188]. Monkeys fed with low fat, low cholesterol diet exhib-
ited more aggression than monkeys fed with high fat, high
cholesterol diet [23]. As opposed to physical aggression ver-
bal aggression is either not correlated or positively corre-
lated to cholesterol [189]. This is compatible with our
assumption that verbal aggression is a ‘diplomat’ rather than
a ‘soldier’ trait.

11. Leptin: Although leptin regulates hyperphagia and obesity,
the plasma levels of leptin go up in obesity [171] and this
is believed to be accompanied by leptin resistance [190].
Increased leptin levels are frequently associated with
increased insulin levels [190] and similar to insulin, leptin
is shown to enhance cognitive functions [86]. Leptin levels
are negatively associated with aggression [22,23]. Leptin
also increases angiogenesis [191] and leptin resistance may
interfere with it.

12. Epidermal growth factor (EGF): Following physical aggression
submandibular salivary glands release EGF [93,95] presum-
ably in anticipation of injuries. EGF not only enhances
wound healing but also has a stimulatory effect on beta cell
replication [97]. Brand et al. [96] showed that physiologi-
cally significant improvement in glucose tolerance could
be achieved through stimulating beta cell regeneration with
EGF administration. EGF also has a neuroprotective effect
through inhibition of free radical neurotoxicity and lipid per-
oxidation [192].

13. CB1: Physiological actions of endocannabinoids in the CNS
are mediated by activation of a specific cannabinoid recep-
tor, the CB1 receptor. CB1 has a role in fat accumulation
and CB1 blockade has been used for treatment of obesity
[193]. CB1 knock-out mice show increased aggression
[194] demonstrating a negative association between obesity
and aggression. But contrary to expectation CB1 knockouts
showed improved learning and memory processes [194].

14. Endorphin: Endorphin levels are negatively correlated with
aggression scores in rodents and raised endorphin in sub-
missive individuals was accompanied by raised plasma glu-
cose [195]. Endorphins were shown to have inhibitory
effects on aggression and reproductive behaviours in birds
[196]. Observation of raised plasma levels of endorphin in
obese children and adults is consistent with our hypothesis
[197,198]. Beta endorphin is also associated with overeating
and obesity in mice and rats [199] as well as humans
[198,199]. Thus endorphin also links aggression and
obesity negatively. In contradiction, role of endorphins in
exercise-induced improvement in insulin resistance is
shown [200].

15. Plasma glucose and insulin: It is likely that hyperinsulinemia
and insulin resistance itself is involved in aggression control.
Parameters of insulin sensitivity were shown to be positively
correlated to violent suicide [201], an association similar to
low cholesterol. Low levels of plasma glucose are long
known to stimulate aggression [202–204]. Anthropologists
have consistently reported a correlation between hypoglyce-
mia and aggressive behaviour across different ethnic groups
although whether there is a causal link is debated [205].

16. Fat and triglycerides: Plasma triglyceride levels which are
positively associated with insulin resistance [206] are nega-
tively correlated with aggression [207] consistent with the
hypothesis.

17. IGF-1: A significant positive association has been shown
between IGF-1 mRNA expression and level of aggression in
fish [208]. Dominant pudu males had higher IGF-1 levels
than their subordinate pen mates [209]. Although statisti-
cally IGF-1 is positively associated with obesity [210], IGF-
1 treatment reduced hyperphagia, obesity, hyperinsulinemia
and hyperleptinemia in rats [211]. Liver IGF-1 deficient mice
showed muscle insulin resistance [212]. Therefore IGF-1 has
pro-aggression and anti-insulin-resistance action supporting
the hypothesis.

18. Growth hormone: GH administration increased isolation-
induced aggression [37,213] on the other hand GH secretion
is blunted profoundly in individuals with obesity [214].
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Growth hormone deficiency in adults is characterized by
central obesity. However, contrary to expectation GH
induced insulin resistance in some studies [215,216].

19. Substance P: The peptide neurotransmitter substance P is
certainly involved in regulation of aggression but appears
to have a complex role. On the one hand it is vital for terri-
torial as well as defensive aggression [217,218] but on the
other its effects via NK1 regulates aggression [219]. Sub-
stance P antagonist prevented weight gain and fat accumu-
lation in mice [220]. Substance P has a stimulative effect
on glucose-induced insulin secretion from isolated rat islets
under normobaric oxygen condition of incubation and it
depressed insulin secretion under high baric oxygen incuba-
tion [221]. Substance P stimulated angiogenesis within the
rat knee synovium [222]. Substance P certainly plays a role
in both aggression and metabolic syndrome but its actions
on both appear to be complex.

20. Cholecystokinin (CCK): Higher expressions of CCK and CCK2R
were associated with aggression in transgenic mice over-
expressing progastrin [223]. In normal mice brain CCK levels
elevated following aggressive encounters in adults or rough
and tumble play in adolescents [224]. Following the expec-
tations of the hypothesis CCK has anti-obesity and anti-dia-
betic effects. Lack of CCK-A receptors in OLETF rats resulted
in a satiety deficit, leading to hyperphagia and obesity and
after exogenous peripheral administration, CCK reduced
food intake [225]. CCK-8 exerts an antidiabetogenic action
[226]. CCK is known to induce growth of exocrine pancreas
and to stimulate insulin secretion [227]. CCK-B/gastrin
receptors also enhance wound healing [228]. It is likely
therefore that this pro-aggression molecule may prove to
be a key link to reversal of metabolic syndrome.

21. Gastrin: A significant increase in the aggression, locomotor
activity, and anxiety-like behaviours was detected in the
transgenic mice overexpressing progastrin [223]. On the
other hand abdominal obesity and insulin resistance were
increased in mutant mice lacking gastrin gene expression
[229] demonstrating that gastrin is also a pro-aggression
anti-obesity and anti-diabetic factor.

22. Ghrelin: Ghrelin levels are negatively associated with choles-
terol and violent individuals have low cholesterol and leptin
along with elevated ghrelin [230]. Although ghrelin is
known to enhance appetite [231,232] and thereby expected
to increase obesity, low plasma ghrelin levels are associated
with type 2 diabetes, insulin resistance and hypertension
[233,234]. The low ghrelin levels may be one of the factors
responsible for lowered aggressiveness of diabetic patients.

23. ACTH: It was found that whilst adrenalectomy reduced
aggression, ACTH injection reversed it indicating a pro-
aggression role of ACTH [235]. However, contrary to the
expectation of the hypothesis, ACTH was observed to pro-
mote an insulin-resistant, pro-inflammatory state [236].

24. Melanocortin: In rodents melanocortin is shown to promote
intermale aggression [237] and peripheral administration
of melanotan II, an agonist of melanocortin, increases insulin
sensitivity and improves glucose tolerance, an action com-
patible with the hypothesis [238].

25. Vasopressin: Vasopressin enhances aggression [239] but con-
trary to our expectation it is elevated in diabetes [240].

26. Bone and muscle strengthening factors: Strength of muscle
and bones is essential for successful physical aggression.
Therefore it would be logical to expect that many bone
and muscle strengthening factors have pro-aggression and
anti-diabetic action. Disruption of the vitamin D receptor
gene results in loss of aggression in mice [241] accompanied
by increase in grooming behaviour [242]. As per the predic-

tion of the hypothesis Vitamin D deficiency is identified as a
significant contributor to insulin resistance [243] and Vita-
min D3 supplementation is shown to be an effective insulin
sensitizer [244]. A marker of bone formation and strength,
osteocalcin induces beta cells to release insulin and also
induces the release of adiponectin [245]. Myostatin which
sets the limit to muscle growth [246] increases insulin resis-
tance [247] and myostatin inhibitors prevent the develop-
ment of obesity and type 2 diabetes [248].

Volunteer trials for behavioural intervention

If lack of cues for aggressive behaviour predisposes to metabolic
syndrome, it is likely that physical and mental activities mimicking
some of the cues may be able to partially reverse the condition. As a
preliminary test of this concept we designed a series of physical
exercises, activities and games (Watve, patent pending) that in-
volve neuro-motor actions characteristic of Stone Age hunting or
combat. A group of 19 type 2 diabetic patient volunteers that had
a history of diabetes for at least one year and had HbA1c levels con-
sistently above 7% were given training in these exercises in a 4 day
residential camp. The exercise schedule during the camp was
accompanied by isolation of the patients for about an hour a day
in a place away from human habitation. No change in their current
diet and medication was advocated throughout the study. The par-
ticipants were then asked to continue some of these exercises
accompanied by self monitoring for the next three months. Fasting
blood samples were collected prior to and after the camp as well as
at 1 and 3 month follow up. The self reported compliance with the
exercises after the camp varied from 15% to 75%. The study was not
intended to be a randomized controlled trial, but only a pilot scale
volunteer trial and since this paper is mainly intended to present a
hypothesis we only give an outline of the results.

1. Glycemic control: As compared to pre-camp levels there was a
significant decrease in mean HbA1c in 1 month (paired
t = 2.97, p = 0.008) which continued to decline till 3 months
(paired t = 4.86, p = 0.0001) (Fig. 1).

2. Inflammatory markers: As a marker of systemic inflammation
we monitored the plasma C reactive protein (CRP) levels of all
the above samples. There was a significant decrease (1193 ng/
ml) in mean CRP between the pre-camp and post camp samples
(paired t = 1.72, p one-tailed = 0.05) and the 1st and 3rd month
follow up samples did not differ significantly from the post
camp samples although a weak declining trend continued
(Fig. 1b).

There was no significant reduction in mean body weight during
the study period indicating that change in energy balance may not
account for the observed differences. The small sample size and
preliminary nature of the trial does not allow one to make confi-
dent inferences but it certainly raises the likelihood that a behav-
ioural intervention may have a promise in reversal of the
metabolic and immune changes and warrants further studies with
carefully designed randomized control trials.

Consequences of the hypothesis
The hypothesis allows a reinterpretation of all the signalling

pathways and metabolic changes associated with the metabolic
syndrome. The reinterpretation is likely to bring us closer to the
root cause behind the multiplicity of changes. The current thera-
pies for all the pathological components of metabolic syndrome
and type 2 diabetes in particular are aimed only at keeping param-
eters like blood sugar in control. A ‘‘cure” or ‘‘reversal” of these
conditions is not considered to be their goal. This may be because
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of our inability to recognize and attack the root cause of metabolic
syndrome. A good insight into the root cause is likely to make these
conditions reversible and perhaps even curable in future and our
hypothesis is a significant step towards it. The central role of the
central nervous system in obesity and type 2 diabetes is increas-
ingly recognized [249] and behaviour may hold the key to effective
treatment. This raises the possibility of an effective behavioural
therapy. Since the preliminary results of behavioural therapy are
encouraging, it warrants serious studies with carefully designed
clinical trials. Apart from the possibility of effective behavioural
therapy, the hypothesis may also lead to identification of novel tar-
gets for drug discovery.
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